
 

 
 

CRA Audited Quebec Charity Promotes 
Fundraiser For RCMP Monitored Extremist 
Camp (Feat. Équiterre)  
 

 
 

And they still get tax-free status, really? 

Équiterre is a Quebec based environmental charity whose founders claim to have been inspired 
after a transcontinental flight to the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio Janeiro. The first sentence in their 
mission statement claims their goal is to “build a social movement”, encouraging society “to 
make ecological and equitable choices”. Some of their initiatives include assisting family farms 
sell produce through organic basket sales, assisting and encouraging government to buy locally 
grown food (similar to the UN initiative), promoting and educating on energy efficiency and fair 
trade. 



The Unist’ot’en Camp is on Crown land in Northern BC, organizers claim their protest sits at the 
junction of several planned pipelines. Unist’ot’en is funded and supported by violence tolerant 
NGOs including the US based Deep Green Resistance, Council of Canadians, and Victoria 
anarchist Zoe Blunt’s Forest Action Network. The camp is surrounded by barbed wire (currently 
fundraising for gates); their policy and practice is to threaten, assault and “confiscate” the 
equipment of pipeline workers who cross their path. In October 2014 the Aboriginal Peoples 
Television Network exposed how the RCMP designated Unist’ot’en as an “extremist” group 
in 2010 and have been monitoring ever since. 

So, what do this tax-exempt charity and violent (foreign backed) extremists have to do with each 
other? Well, it appears that the charity promoted a fundraiser for the extremists! 

The Montreal fundraiser Pipe-Up Resist The Pipelines Unist’ot’en Cacouna fundraiser starts at 
7pm in Montreal- participants are asked to enter through  “the ‘secret’ door at 5334 de Gaspé”. 
The Facebook page describes the event saying: 

“From coast to coast, native and nonnative people are uniting to stop the expansion of the oil 
sands, and defend our right to a healthy environment. Located directly on the path of the 
proposed Northern Gateway pipeline in British Columbia, the Unist’ot’en camp is at the 
forefront of this historical battle for the protection of our environment and the recognition of 
indigenous peoples’ rights to the land. The recent Energy East project in Quebec – like 
Northern Gateway – reminds us that the oil sands are a threat wherever they flow. Come and 
bring all your friends to this solidarity gathering that will combine music, visual arts and so 
much inspiration! All the profits of the Pipe-Up event will be sent to the Unist’ot’en camp to 
help them defend their land against Big Oil!” 

But wait, why would a charity that focusses on building solutions promote an anti-pipeline event 
that raises money benefiting some of the the country’s most prominent promoters of violence? 
Well, it’s hard to understand why they’d be supporting the violence (perhaps they’re closet 
revolutionaries?), but they do a good job of outlining the pipeline issue on their three minute 
long “2014 in review” video: 

The video starts out okay, the part about helping to build awareness about vehicle electrification 
makes sense- that sounds like it could be a charitable activity. But, immediately after that, co-
founder Sydney Ribaux lets the cat out of the bag: 

“in spite of this encouraging progress [promoting electric vehicles], senseless projects are still 
being proposed- TransCanada’s Energy East pipeline is one such project, fortunately Equitere 
has been working for many years to stop exactly this type of project.” 

So, what sort of work has this charity been engaging in to stop pipelines? Équiterre’s other co-
founder Steven Guilbeault explains saying: 

“To date, 21 community meetings have been organized along the proposed route of the 
pipeline to mobilize citizens on the issue of the arrival of Tarsands in Quebec. Following these 



meetings, citizen groups have emerged, petitions have been signed, and demonstrations have 
taken place. There is now more mobilization than ever on this issue.” 

Ribaux follows-up near the end of the video saying: 

“In 2015 we’ll have to keep going, the oil company’s propaganda will continue, and as they 
try to hold us still we will continue with your help to move forward- the mobilization will 
continue!” 

The Canadian Revenue Agency is currently auditing Équiterre for their level of political activity. 
The rules say that a charity can expend no more than 10% of their revenues on “advocacy” based 
activities. It’s hard to tell from the outside whether they’re compliant- but, the Year In Review 
video sure shows where their hearts are. Ultimately, the CRA will decide. 

Unfortunately, the CRA doesn’t appear to have any rules banning charities from supporting 
saboteurs, revolutionaries and a other violent lawbreakers- isn’t it time they do? 

 
 
  
NORAHG RESPONDS AGAINST EQUITERRE 
  
Equiterre is an anti-pesticide & environmental-terrorist organization that is 
very closely allied with David Suzuki Foundation.  In 1992-1993, Equiterre 
was established as an ambassador and public policy shield organization for 
David Suzuki Foundation in the province of Quebec.  Suzuki and Equiterre 
are basically one-in-the-same group that even operate out of the same 
location in Montreal.  In 2001, when anti-pesticide prohibition in the town of 
Hudson, Quebec, was challenged before the Supreme Court of Canada, 
Ecojustice Canada provided legal counsel for the Nature-Action Quebec ( an 
early version of Equiterre ), as well as Federation of Canadian Municipalities 
( managed by some of the same people that now run New Democratic Party 
of Canada ( NDP ) ), and World Wildlife Fund ( WWF ).  Equiterre’s office is 
located in Montreal, Quebec, in the Centre for Sustainable Development, 
which officially opened its doors on October 6th, 2011, and is home to eight 
environmental and social terrorist organizations, including Equiterre, and 
coincidentally, David Suzuki Foundation.  The centre is collectively owned by 
the organizations that occupy the building, including the Quebec 
headquarters for the David Suzuki Foundation and Amnesty International.  
We are the National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to 
destroy the Green space and other industries ( NORAH G ).  We are 
dedicated to reporting PESTICIDE FREE FAILURES, as well as the work of 
RESPECTED and HIGHLY RATED EXPERTS who promote ENVIRONMENTAL 
REALISM and PESTICIDE TRUTHS.  Get the latest details at   
http://pesticidetruths.com/   http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/   



http://wp.me/P1jq40-2rr   https://www.facebook.com/norah.gfon   WILLIAM 
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EQUITERRE -- FEDERAL GRANT FUNDING USED TO FIGHT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT -- BEES AND 
NEONICOTINOID PESTICIDES ( Report ) 
  
http://pesticidetruths.com/2014/06/02/eco-legal-aid-in-action-federal-grant-funding-used-to-fight-federal-
government-bees-and-neonicotinoid-pesticides-notice-of-objection-ecojustice/ 
  
  
EQUITERRE -- TARGET OF FINANCE MINISTER FLAHERTY ( Blog & Video Recordings ) 
  
http://pesticidetruths.com/2014/02/11/striking-back-against-anti-pesticide-environmental-terrorist-
organizations-targets-of-finance-minister-flaherty-tax-exempt-enviro-profit-must-be-investigated-revoked-
2013-12-09/ 
  
  
EQUITERRE -- SEVEN ENVIRONMENTAL CHARITIES FACE CANADA REVENUE AGENCY AUDITS ( Report ) 
  
http://pesticidetruths.com/2014/02/10/7-environmental-charities-face-canada-revenue-agency-audits-
politics-cbc-news/ 
  
  
EQUITERRE -- HEALTH CANADA PESTICIDE REVIEW CLAIMS -- NOTICE OF APPLICATION IN FEDERAL 
COURT -- CHLORTHAL, TRICHLORFON, & TRIFLURALIN ( Report ) 
  
http://pesticidetruths.com/2013/09/02/ecojustice-2013-august-health-canada-pesticide-review-claims/ 
  
  
EQUITERRE -- GOLF EXCEPTION STATUS WILL BE REVOKED IN QUEBEC ( Reports ) 
  
http://pesticidetruths.com/2013/05/20/golf-pesticide-ban-total-prohibition-in-quebec-exception-status-
will-be-revoked-equiterre-david-suzuki-2012-05-12/ 
  
  
EQUITERRE -- QUEBEC SHOULD TOUGHEN PESTICIDE REGULATIONS, DOCTORS URGE ( Report ) 
  
http://pesticidetruths.com/2013/02/05/quebec-should-toughen-pesticide-regulations-doctors-
urge/#more-23561 
  
  
EQUITERRE -- EXTREME ACTIVIST GROUPS WANT QUEBEC TO BAN MORE PESTICIDES ( Report ) 
  
http://pesticidetruths.com/2011/05/17/cosmetic-pesticide-ban-terror-david-suzuki-and-equiterre-extreme-
activist-groups-want-quebec-to-ban-more-pesticides/ 
  
  
  
 


